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NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT

Introducing our first package deal! Travel with ease and save money too!

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
- 2 double flat table top locking jewelry cases
- 4 interior case halogen lighting strips
- 1 ATA rated shipping case

TOTAL PACKAGE WEIGHS ONLY 70 POUNDS

Package does not include table and skirt

THE ULTIMATE TRAVELING DISPLAY
Portable • Collapsible • Fast and Easy • Lightweight
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JEWELRY CASE CONFIGURATIONS

SFJCO  SAJCO  S TOWER JCO  (SF/SA)JCO

DFJCO  DAJCO  D TOWER JCO

(DF/DA)JCO  (DF/SF)JCO  (DF/SA)JCO
SINGLE PEDESTAL CONFIGURATIONS

Shelves may be substituted for flat jewelry cases

SPJCF  SPJCA  S TOWER  SP(SF/SA)
Shelves may be substituted for flat jewelry cases.
Shelves may be substituted for flat jewelry cases.

Not all combinations are shown. Please call for a quote.
THE BASIC PEDESTAL

SPECS:
- **Heights:** Your choice of 36", 38", 40", or 42".
- **Pedestal top dimensions:** 18” x 18”.
- **Colors:** Your choice of black or white top.
  Pedestal base comes in black only.
- **Composition:** Black anodized aluminum framework with a removable polymer top in white or black. Anodized finish is very tough and scratch resistant. All pedestals are shipped in a complimentary canvas storage bag to keep your display looking good. All DDS products are created with the finest materials and workmanship.

BENEFITS:
- **Collapsible:** The frame collapses to 2” x 2” by desired height. Compact design is easy to ship, transport and store when not in use.
- **Lightweight:** Basic unit weighs 10 pounds.
- **Easy to use:** Assembles in less than one minute! No clips, no screws, nothing to lose.
- **Weatherproof:** Won’t chip, crack peel or fade. UV resistant and waterproof.
- **Durable:** Anodized aluminum framework creates a very strong durable pedestal capable of supporting up to 50 pounds.
- **Economical:** Buy it once, use it forever.

STANDARD FEATURES:
- **Adjustable feet:** Allows for 1 inch of adjustment per leg of pedestal to accommodate uneven surfaces.
- **Storage shelf:** Pedestal comes with one shelf. Allows for storage of lightweight materials. Additional shelves may be ordered for added stability and storage organization. (see photo)

OPTIONAL FEATURES:
- **Skirts:** Designed to fit snugly around framework with velcro attachments. Available in a variety of colors. (4 sided panels on single units, 3 sided panels on double units, 3 or 4 sided panels on bridge units.)
- **Panels:** Black panels affix to framework inside the legs to create a clean professional look.
- **Additional tops:** Available in 18” x 18” in either black or white.
- **Lawn spikes**

DYNAMIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS
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SINGLE PEDESTAL

SPECS:
Height: Your choice of 36”, 38”, 40” or 42”
Pedestal top dimensions: 18” x 18”
Pedestal base dimensions: 15” x 15” x 36”-42” height
Weight: 12.5 pounds
Pedestal base: 5.5 pounds
Pedestal top: 6 pounds
Storage shelf: 1 pound

See Basic Pedestal sheet for standard and optional features

Great for use as a cash-out desk!

Single pedestal

Single pedestal with three storage shelves
Optional skirt attachment
Optional panel attachment
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DOUBLE PEDESTAL

SPECS:

Height: Your choice of 36”, 38”, 40”, or 42”

Pedestal top dimensions: 18” x 33.5”

Pedestal base dimensions:
15” x 30” x 36”-42” height

Weight: 24 pounds
Pedestal base: 10 pounds
Pedestal top: 12 pounds
Storage shelf: 2 pounds

See Basic Pedestal sheet for standard and optional features

Double pedestal with standard storage shelf

Optional skirt attachment

Optional panel attachment
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BRIDGE PEDESTAL

SPECS:

Height: Your choice of 36”, 38”, 40”, or 42”

Pedestal top dimensions: 18” x 47”

Pedestal base dimensions: 15” x 15” x 36”-42” height

Weight: 26 pounds
Pedestal base: 11 pounds
Pedestal top: 13 pounds
Storage shelf: 2 pounds

See Basic Pedestal sheet for standard and optional features

Bridge pedestal

Optional 3-sided skirt attachment

Bridge pedestal with six shelves

Perfect for storing inventory and other items.
Also makes a great packing table for wrapping purchases.
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Pedestals with shelves offer additional display area within the same linear space. To increase your display space, you may order stacking shelves up to 2 stories in height.

Shelves are available in both single and double sizes and can be fitted onto any of the three pedestal sizes. They may be stacked up to three shelves high for maximum display area.

All shelves are made of tempered glass and can support heavy items. Each glass shelf is surrounded with an anodized aluminum framework. Stacking shelves have holes in the framework to accept location pins in the corners of the vertical support posts. They are secured with set screws.

**SPECS:**
- Single shelves (+posts): 6 pounds
- Double shelves (+posts): 9 pounds
- Freestanding shelves
  - Single shelf: 11 pounds
  - Double shelf: 16 pounds
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TABLE TOP JEWELRY CASE

Designed for easy placement onto existing counter space, these table top jewelry cases create a secure environment for the display of any small precious object. Available in either single or double sizes, angled or flat jewelry case configurations, these units may be combined in a number of ways and stacked up to three high. Obviously, the first layer must be a flat jewelry case.

Here are some variations.

NEW “FLY WITH ME” PACKAGE
2 Double flat table top jewelry cases
4 Light strips
1 shipping case

Shown: One double flat table top jewelry case fully assembled, and one double flat table top jewelry case disassembled in shipping case and foreground. FWM PACKAGE

SPECs:
Two sizes: Single or double
Two configurations: Flat top or 30 degree angled top
Inside dimensions of jewelry case: see single and double jewelry case sheets for all dimensions
Finishes available: Standard black

STANDARD FEATURES:
Rear door access with like-keyed locks
Tempered glass tops
Scratch-resistant acrylic sides
Firm grip rubber feet

OPTIONAL FEATURES:
Interior lighting: Low voltage halogen, xenon or LED strip lighting (see lighting sheet for details)
BASIC JEWELRY CASE FEATURES

ALSO AVAILABLE AS TABLE TOP JEWELRY CASES

BENEFITS:

Collapsible: The frame collapses to 2” x 2” x desired height. Compact design is easy to ship, transport and store when not in use.

Lightweight: Composed of specially selected materials, products are lightweight yet sturdy, saving shipping costs.

Easy to use: Assembles in minutes! No clips, no screws, nothing to lose.

Durable: Anodized aluminum framework creates a very strong durable pedestal capable of supporting up to 50 pounds.

Economical: Buy it once, use it forever.

STANDARD FEATURES:

Adjustable feet: Allows for 1 inch of adjustment per leg of pedestal
Storage shelves
Rear door access with like-keyed locks
Tempered glass tops
Scratch-resistant acrylic sides and doors
Pedestal base: see page 1 for features

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

Skirts: Designed to fit snugly around framework with velcro attachments. Available in several colors of stretch velvet. (Single pedestals have 4-sided skirts, double and bridge pedestals have 3-sided skirts. Optional 4-sided skirts are available for both double and bridge pedestals.)

Panels: Black panels affix to framework inside the legs to create a clean professional look.

Interior lighting: Low voltage halogen, xenon or LED strip lighting (see lighting sheet for details)

Lawn spikes

Storage shelves: can have up to 3 shelves (see page 1)

SPECS:

Three pedestal sizes: Single, double, or bridge
Two jewelry case sizes: single or double
Two configurations: Flat top or 30 degree angled top

Heights: Your choice of 36”, 38”, 40”, or 42”

Colors: Your choice of black or white pedestal top. Black pedestal base only. Black jewelry case framework.

Composition: Jewelry case and pedestal framework is black anodized aluminum, making it very tough and scratch resistant. Pedestal comes with a removable polymer top in white or black. The door and sides of jewelry case are composed of double-sided scratch resistant AR2 acrylic. The top is tempered glass. All DDS products are created with the finest materials and workmanship.
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SINGLE ANGLE JEWELRY CASE

ALSO AVAILABLE AS TABLE TOP JEWELRY CASES

SPECs:

Inside dimensions of jewelry case:
15” x 15” x 4” -12” (4” front, 12” rear)

Height:
Your choice of 36”, 38”, 40”, or 42”

Pedestal top dimensions:
18” x 18”

Pedestal base dimensions:
15” x 15” x 36”-42” height

Weight: 22.5 pounds
Pedestal base: 5.5 pounds
Pedestal top: 6 pounds
Jewelry case: 10 pounds
Storage shelf: 1 pound

See Basic Jewelry Case sheet for standard and optional features

OPTIONS:

Lighting
Skirts or panels to enclose base
Choice of four pedestal heights
White or black pedestal top
Extra storage shelves for added stability and help in organizing storage. (see page 1)
Lawn spikes: unscrew feet and screw in spikes. Helps seat display in grass.
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SINGLE FLAT JEWELRY CASE

ALSO AVAILABLE AS TABLE TOP JEWELRY CASES

SPECS:

Inside dimensions of jewelry case:
15” x 15” x 10” high

Height:
Your choice of 36”, 38”, 40” or 42”

Pedestal top dimensions:
18” x 18”

Pedestal base dimensions:
15” x 15” x 36”-42” height

Weight: 22.5 pounds
Pedestal base: 5.5 pounds
Pedestal top: 6 pounds
Jewelry case: 10 pounds
Storage shelf: 1 pound

See Basic Jewelry Case sheet for standard and optional features

OPTIONS:

Black jewelry case finish
Lighting (see page 14)
Skirts or panels to enclose base
Choice of four pedestal heights
White or black pedestal top
Extra storage shelves (see page 1)
Lawn spikes
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DOUBLE ANGLE JEWELRY CASE

ALSO AVAILABLE AS TABLE TOP JEWELRY CASES

SPECS:

Inside dimensions of jewelry case:
15" x 30" x 4" -12" (4" front, 12" rear)

Height:
Your choice of 36", 38", 40" or 42"

Pedestal top dimensions:
18" x 33.5"

Pedestal base dimensions:
15" x 30" x 36"-42" height

Weight: 38 pounds
Pedestal base: 10 pounds
Pedestal top: 12 pounds
Jewelry case: 14 pounds
Storage shelf: 2 pounds

See Basic Jewelry Case sheet for standard and optional features

OPTIONS:

Black jewelry case finish
Lighting (see page 14)
Skirts or panels to enclose base
Choice of four pedestal heights
White or black pedestal top
Extra storage shelves (see page 1)
Lawn spikes
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DOUBLE FLAT JEWELRY CASE

ALSO AVAILABLE AS TABLE TOP JEWELRY CASES

SPECS:

Inside dimensions of jewelry case: 15” x 30” x 10”

Height:
Your choice of 36”, 38”, 40” or 42”

Pedestal top dimensions: 18” x 33.5”

Pedestal base dimensions: 15” x 30” x 36”-42” height

Weight: 38 pounds
Pedestal base: 10 pounds
Pedestal top: 12 pounds
Jewelry case: 14 pounds
Storage shelf: 2 pounds

See Basic Jewelry Case sheet for standard and optional features

OPTIONS:

Black jewelry case finish
Lighting (see page 14)
Skirts or panels to enclose base
Choice of four pedestal heights
White or black pedestal top
Extra storage shelves (see page 1)
Lawn spikes
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The Jewelry Case Bridge Unit offers more options for combining jewelry cases and shelves onto our largest pedestal top. At 47” long, you may choose to order the bridge with any combination of single or double jewelry cases or shelves to be positioned in the center of the pedestal or offset to one side.

Here are a few variations. For more variations see the overview of display combinations in the front of this catalog.

**SPECs:**

**Inside dimensions of jewelry case:** see single and double jewelry case sheets for all dimensions

**Height:** Your choice of 36”, 38”, 40” or 42”

**Pedestal top dimensions:** 18” x 48”

**Pedestal base dimensions:** 15” x 48” x 36”-42” height

**Weight:**
- Pedestal base: 11 pounds
- Pedestal top: 13 pounds
- Jewelry case: single-10 pounds, double-14 pounds
- Storage shelf: single-1 pound, double-2 pounds

See Basic Jewelry Case sheet for standard and optional features

**OPTIONS:**
- Black jewelry case finish
- Lighting (see page 14)
- Skirts or panels to enclose base
- Choice of four pedestal heights
- White or black pedestal top
- Extra storage shelves (see page 1)
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For more vertical display space for precious objects, we offer stacking jewelry cases. In either single or double sizes, angled or flat jewelry case configurations, these units may be combined in a number of ways to fit any of our pedestals. Obviously, the first layer must be a shelf or a flat jewelry case.

Here are some variations.

**See Basic Jewelry Case sheet for standard and optional features**

### OPTIONS:
- Black jewelry case finish
- Lighting (see page 14)
- Skirts or panels to enclose base
- Choice of four pedestal heights
- White or black pedestal top
- Extra storage shelves (see page 1)
- Lawn spikes
Our jewelry case interior lighting is designed to provide optimum lighting in a compact, inconspicuous format.

Modular 15" light strips can be easily mounted within the case on the front or along the side. The light cord travels along the corner post inside the case, down through a small hole in the pedestal top and base, finally connecting with the transformer.

There are 4 lighting styles to choose from:

**SPECS:**

Xenon & Halogen light strip:  
13 1/2" x 1 1/8" x 1", Three bulbs per strip  
Left mount or right mount  
2 strips are suggested for double case (as shown above)  
60 watt transformer  
Bulbs are interchangable

1. **Xenon bulbs:**  
   Fixed 10 watt bulbs

2. **Standard halogen lighting:**  
   20 watt, MR-11 Halogen bulb  
   1.25" diameter  
   Moves in 90 degree arc perpendicular to the light strip

3. **Premium halogen lighting:**  
   20 watt mini MR-8 halogen bulb  
   1" diameter  
   Eyeball socket allows for 360 degree rotation of light bulb

4. **NEW LED diamond light:**  
   12 1/2" x 1 1/8" x 1" with 10" bulb length  
   Color corrected natural daylight  
   Super low heat build up  
   Ultra-long life  
   Great for use with batteries  
   Transformer included

**OPTIONS**

Pig-leg adaptor wires are available for use with batteries where electricity is not available
Our modular lighting can now be mounted onto our shelves! The lighting simply clips onto the side of the shelf. The cord travels through the pedestal top as shown on page 14. Each light strip holds three bulbs in any of our three choices: xenon, standard halogen or new premium halogen.
SHIPPING CASES

Designed to travel, these shipping cases have built in wheels and recess, snap-down handles. They are made to haul cargo with ease while providing the ultimate protection during the rigors of airport abuse.

Shipping cases conform to airline and UPS size regulations.

Call for recommendations on case selections. Check with your airline for weight and size limitations.

**SPECS:**

**Large case:** 34 lbs.
48.25" long x 19" wide x 11" deep
Maximum recommended weight 100 lbs.

**Medium case:** 30 lbs.
40" long x 22" wide x 9" deep
Maximum recommended weight 140 lbs.

**Small case:** 20 lbs.
48.25" long x 10" wide x 10" deep
Maximum recommended weight 100 lbs.

**Fly-with-me case:** 16 lbs.
34" long x 18" wide x 6" deep
This case comes with one handle and no wheels. It is designed to hold flat table top cases only.